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Note The techniques in this book will
work with every version of Photoshop
from CS2 onward. More on the following
seven-button toolkit later in this
chapter. For now, let's say that this
new interface puts all the tools in one
place. It also has fewer buttons, so
you have to be more deliberate and less
intuitive when using Photoshop. All
those extra buttons have to be great
for something, but as it is, some of
them don't make much sense. Figure 1-2.
The Menu bar is completely
customizable. Just drag any command or
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other menu item out of the panel and
add it to any of the submenu shelves in
the Menu bar. You can add a new submenu
on the fly, too.
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Just like the most advanced level of
Photoshop, you can capture, edit and
display images directly from your
camera. Most images can be improved by
removing unwanted objects, blurring the
background, changing color, and
shading. It's a great alternative to
traditional Photoshop for photo editing
and image creation. Here are the
features of Photoshop Elements:
Capture, Edit and Display Images
Advanced Tools Create and save your own
Elements templates Capture, edit and
display in-camera RAW, JPEG, BMP, GIF
and more Display at any size and
resolution Correct Lens vignette Get
rid of dust, scratches and other
imperfections Rotate photos or objects
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(90°, 180° and 270°) Sharpen photos by
blurring the background Correct Exif
data Change the color of any object Add
shadow and highlight effects to your
images Add advanced artistic effects to
your photos Add borders and frames to
your images Add creative effects to
photos Create and save your own
Elements templates to quickly access
different functions Most Elements
templates can be used not only in the
program, but also in other Adobe
applications like Photoshop. Just save
the finished template in EPS or PDF and
you have a custom graphic template
available on your hard drive. Any of
the finished template files can be used
in Photoshop or Illustrator. In-camera
editing in Elements provides a decent
start to your photo editing experience,
but it’s not perfect. After you've
edited the image and saved it in any
format, it can be loaded directly into
Photoshop. Once you click to open
the.psd file in Photoshop, you will be
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able to do any sort of editing you
would like. Download Now Video Tips
Learn how to edit your photos and
create best-quality images. The details
of Photoshop Elements Let's take a look
at the various features that are
offered by Photoshop Elements,
including Creative Cloud, editing
videos and creating animated GIFs.
Creative Cloud If you want to access
the latest features in Photoshop
Elements, you can subscribe to the
service and get updated features
without having to buy them. The latest
version of Photoshop Elements,
Photoshop Elements 13, which is
available in September 2018, will be
the first release of Elements to
include the subscription service.
Subscribers will have all the features
of Photoshop, including everything
that’s available in Elements, as
05a79cecff
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Q: IF clause syntax error with google
script I'm trying to do an IF statement
in a Google Script, and for some reason
this isn't working. The error is as
follows: "SyntaxError: Unexpected
identifier" Here's the code: var date =
"10/16/2015"; var status = 0; function
publishToSlides() { var file =
DriveApp.getFileById("fileId"); var
fileName = file.getName();
file.setName(date + " (" + status + ")
- " + fileName); var newFile =
DriveApp.getFileById("fileId"); var
slideId = "Slide" + slideNum; var slide
= DocumentApp.openById(slideId).getBody
().getParagraphs(); var newSlide = Docu
mentApp.openById(slideId).addElement(sl
ide); var para = DocumentApp.openById(n
ewFile.getId()).getBody().getParagraphs
().get(1); var slideNum =
parseInt(newFile.getId()); var filename
= file.getName(); //IF statement if
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(status==1){ var folder = DriveApp.getF
olderById("slides/folderId"); var file
= folder.getFilesByName(filename); var
fileName = file.next().getName(); var
newFile = folder.createFile(newFile);
var para = DocumentApp.openById(newFile
.getId()).getBody().getParagraphs().get
(1); } } A: If you want to use
conditionals or any statement inside a
function it has to be inside another
function. function publishToSlides() {
var date = "10/16/2015"; var status =
0; function blockOfCode(){ // Your code
here if (status==1){ var folder = Drive
App.getFolderById("slides/folderId");
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This invention relates to a method for
the electrostatic development of
electrostatic latent images formed on
an image-bearing member in a noncontact manner and more specifically to
a method for the electrostatic
development of such images in a liquid
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developing system. A typical liquid
developing process of this type
comprises the steps of charging a
photoconductive insulating layer formed
on a photoconductive image-bearing
member, exposing the charged layer to
images, forming electrostatic latent
images on the charged layer and
effecting the development of the latent
images by a liquid developer which
comprises a liquid dispersion of a
resin and a coloring agent. The
conventional process further comprises
the steps of transferring the developed
toner images from the image-bearing
member to a paper sheet or similar
image-receiving member, fixing the
toner image on the image-receiving
member by heating, and cleaning the
image-bearing member by means of a
cleaning blade or similar member. The
toner used in such a liquid developing
process generally comprises a resin
obtained by emulsion polymerization of
a styrene-butyl acrylate copolymer,
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styrene-acrylonitrile copolymer and a
liquid dispersion of a coloring agent
such as carbon black. Such a toner,
however, may involve the problem that
the charging performance of the toner
is degraded with the passage of time
due to the adsorption of the coloring
agent onto the surface of the imagebearing member. This problem may be
addressed by including in the toner
material a resin soluble in the
coloring agent which has an affinity
for the surface of the image-bearing
member so as to keep the coating of the
coloring agent from the image-bearing
member. Such a resinous material,
however, tends to be excessively
consumed with the charging step due to
the rubbing action of the toner
particles of the toner layer formed on
the surface of the image-bearing
member. Although the use of a twocomponent developer comprising a toner
and a carrier having a triboelectric
relation to the toner is effective in
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minimizing such a toner-consumption
problem, a conventional liquid
developing system using such a twocomponent developer involves the
problem of toner particles being
excessively deposited on the surface of
the carrier due to the action of the
latent images on the surface of the
image-bearing member, making it
difficult to provide a stable imagebearing member. The removal of the
toner particles deposited on the
carrier surface from the surface of the
carrier may be accomplished by means
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP/7/Vista
(64-bit) Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo
E6500 2.66GHz or faster Memory: 1 GB
RAM Graphics: Nvidia 7600 GS or AMD
8500 or higher DirectX: Version 9.0
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Recommended: OS: Windows 8 Processor:
Intel Core i5 or later Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: Nvidia GTX 460 or AMD HD 7900
or higher
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